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Police are investigating reports that a 
near-nude woman has been terrorising students 
at several university colleges at St. Lucia. 
The woman has been sighted several times in 
the past few months prowling around colleges 
late at night. 
So far, she has escaped from police on 
regular nightly patrols through the university 
site. 
The woman, believed 
to be aged about 24 has 
climbed tall trees around 
Union College, near the 
Administration Building, 
and has frightened many 
students by imitating the 
sounds of a crow. 
A University of 
Queensland Union 
Councillor told semper 
news of a night of terror 
recently at Union College. 
"At about nine o'clock this 
young woman came yelling 
down the corridors of Union 
College. She was shouting and 
screaming and she bit several 
students around the neck who 
tried to restrain her," he said. 
He said that half a dozen 
students grabbed her and 
physically manhandled her out 
onto Upland Road, which runs 
past the college. 
"But about an hour later 1 
heard some strange crowing 
noises coming from a tree near 
my window." 
"I leant out the window 
and saw this woman crawling 
around in the tree tops. She 
was shouting out - f hate 
journalists, I'll kill Oie lot-" 
he suid. 
"I told her to clear off but 
she just laughed at mc and 
told mc that I wa^n " 
He said that she then 
crawled down the tree and 
leapt at least 20 feet to the 
ground. 
"She started throwing 
rocks at my window and then 
got a garden hose and turned 
it on full blast at my 
window." 
"I thought that was the 
end of il when this stopped. 
Bul she came back later." 
"At about one o'clock 1 
was sitting at my desk typing a 
letter when this same woman 
smashed my door open and 
jumped inlo my bed," he said. 
"Ail silt; was wearing was a 
pair of lace panties and she 
asked mc to hop into bed with 
her. 1 was absolutely disgusted 
by her behaviour." 
"She became more violent 
and threw my mattress out the 
window. She started making 
sounds like a cat." 
CONTINUED P,3 
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Semper Floreat Editorial 
SEMPER AND U.Q.U. 
^^riEMPER" is the newspaper of the* University of 
J 5 Qucen.sland Union. 
That sounds simple enough. It seems to say 
that "Semper" is comparable with the publication of 
any other organisation; just as "The Worker" and 
''The Temperance Advocate" are the voices of par-
ticular organisations, so is "Semper" the voice of 
another organisation called the University of 
Queensland Union. 
But things are not as simple as that. 
Australian society is composed oi numerous 
ovcrlaping groups of people with different interests 
and outlooks. The student community is one of 
these, but within it you will find a diversity of 
iiiteiests- and outlooks almost as great as in society 
at large, 
In order to promote the welfare of the student 
comnumity, it has been assumed that there are cer-
tain Inieresis which all students have in common and 
on which a common policy is desirable. The task of 
safeguarding these interests and formulating this 
poh'cy is entrusted to an organisation called the Union 
and to its governing body, the Union Council. 
An examination of the U.Q.U. constitution and 
tlic miiMiies of the Council will reveal that these 
nialtcrs arc very limited and may be described as 
the bread, as distinct from the other things by which 
wc live. 
Must "Semper" then confine itself to these 
ni.nllL'rs: .Must it speak only with the voice of Union 
Council.' The answer to both questions is "NO". 
"Semper" never has followed this course and, wc 
hope, never will. 
Why is this: 'I'he answer is that the name 
"U.Q.U." refers to two ihings—(1) The Organisation 
of students, ami (2) the Community of students. It 
is for the sake of the Community, that the Organisa-
tion exists and "Semper" is the paper of both. 
We believe, however, that our more Important 
duty is to the Communiiy. Our duty to the Organ-
isation is fulfilled by reporting its oflicial activities. 
Our duty lo the Community is fulfilled by entertain-
ing it, informing it, and, above all other things, by 
stimulating discussion amongst its members and by 
providing them with a platform on which they can 
discuss, freely and frankly, not only their interests "as 
students" in the narrow sense, which are the concern 
of the Union (qua Organisation) but their interests 
as intelligent human beings. 
A\'c arc not here to defend or promote the policies 
of Council. The Edilors support the Council as an 
institution, but that will not stop them from attack-
ing its policies if they think it necessary. 
From these consideration follows another—the 
word "newspaper" as applied to "Semper" does not 
mean the same as it does applied to "The Courier-
Mail" or "The Crow's Nest Advertiser". 
The role of the reader of a conventional modern 
newspaper Is, to a large extent, passive. The news-
paper supplies the news: The reader reads it. If he 
is intelligent, he also reflects on it, but he is not 
expected to participate any furiher. 
"Semper's" primary purpose is different. As we 
have ."laid, it is lo stimulate discussion. Consequently, 
the role of the reader is .ictivc. The task of making 
"Scmi^cr" worthwhile does not belong to tlic Editors 
and their staff allonc. It belongs to each and every ' 
student. 
This all boils down to a slogan whicii "Semper" 
editcrs have been reciting for 30 years—" 'Semper' 
is your paper." 
It Is also the freest paper in Queensland. It has 
no board of directors to worry about, no commercial 
interests to safeguard, no political party to appease. 
This freedom is yours — use it, but use it 
responsibly. 
Written by Bill Sparkes, published in first issue, 19C0. 
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FOWLER THE UN. DIRTY 
Late News 
Sir, 
Being a first year Law 
student I read with interest 
Mr. Alan Fowler's orientation 
week magazine which I 
considered to be informative 
and interesting but I was 
somcwliat concerned with the 
arlicle on "sexual education". 
The article was entitled 
"games people play" and sex 
was described as a "frame" 
engaged in by open minded 
students where the roetus is 
frowned upon as it ruins all 
the fun. But if an "accidenl" 
does occur Ihcn surely 
abortion is in order. 
My main contention is tiiat 
this sort uf information is best 
kept to the university health 
service centre where qualified 
practitioners can give unbiased 
advice to "ignorant" freshers 
(if Ihcre is such a thing). Tlic 
essay did tend to be quite 
cynical and conceit full of 
traditional Christian morality 
bul this is what one could 
expect from a prejudiced 
author. 
Die most disturbing 
feature of the arlicle was the 
vivid description of abortion 
techniques-
"The latest invention to 
take most of the risk out of 
abortions, a machine similar lo 
a small vacume cleaner, is 
becoming popular in 
Queensland. Its business end 
contains a mincing device 
which enables the crushed 
foetus to be sucked out of the 
womb." Was Mr. Fowler on 
the staff of the Sunday 
Sun?-tlic above quote is 
typical of the sensational 
leaning of the article. 
Finally "Sex Education" is 
ancccssary but not in a 
siudents magazine. Surely its 
place is in a doctor's 
consulting room and it should 
be discussed more seriously 
than did Mr. Fowler. 
Joseph C. McKenzie. 
FOOTNOTE: Mr. Fowler does 
not work for the Sunday Sun. 
He writes for the Sunday 
Review under the name Sean 
Weldon. 
CARDS 
Dear Sir, 
With regard to card playing 
being banned in (he Refec. 
and only allowed in the Uni. 
Cellar, I fail to see why this 
ban should continue 
Ihroughlout this year, as last 
year. If students wish to 
gamble at alt (if tlicy have 
enough money or ate stupid 
enough to do so) they can do 
so anywhere around the 
Campus and not .specifically in 
the Refec. Some students, like 
myself, enjoy playing bridge, 
500 etc. during lunch contrary 
to the normal routine, and Ihe 
ban in its present/past form 
includes uU people in the 
Refec. who wish to do so. It is 
my firm belief that card 
playing should be allowed 
without restriction, and tliat 
special nolificalion of NO 
GAMBLING be given to 
I'reshers etc. to this regard. 
KDA. 
Clayfield. 
Dear Sir, 
The Executive of the 
United Nations Association of 
Australia (Queensland 
Division) has decided to 
e s t a b l i s h a Human 
Environment Standing 
Committee for 1972 lo 
present, by co-operation, a 
co-ordinated effort in 
stimulating a public awareness 
and understanding of all the 
issues involved. Of special 
importance is tlie Stockholm 
Conference in'June 1972, on 
liic Human l^ nvironmcnt for 
the Governmeni of the United 
Nations Member States. 
On behalf of the Executive 
I am extending to your Union 
members as well as clubs and 
societies on your campus an 
invitation lo join the Standing 
Committee and lo assisi in its 
work by pulling forward your 
views on the Human 
I^nvi ron ment i s s u e . 
Membership can be obtained 
for reprcsentalives of your 
Union or for personally 
intcreilcd individuals by 
return mail to the Interim 
Human Environment Standing 
Committee enclosing the 
minimum subscription fee of 
$2.00 to cover postage and the 
like. As from 1 February 1972 
our new address will be Sth 
Floor, Commonwealth Bank 
Building, 240 Queen Street, 
Brisbane (Cnr. Queen and 
Edward Streets). It is expected 
that the first meeting of the 
Standing Committee will be 
on the evening of Thrusday, 
10 February 1972. 
Should you be interested 
but require further 
information I will be available 
and can be contacted by 
phone (21 1033 ext. 61 or 
after hours 49 1027). If you 
should know of others who 
may be interested or who may 
have some suggestions to offer 
wc we would welcome 
inquiries from them. 
We will be pleased to have 
you associated with us in this 
venture and look for^ vard lo a 
favourable response. 
Yours faithfully, 
John Haydon. 
RADS. 
Sir, 
Concerning the coffee 
shop-looks great but what 
about cleaning? Past when il 
was bare and comparatively 
primitive it was hard to find a 
clean spot. Wilh the so called 
improvements it's going to be 
impossible, given a couple of 
weeks, it will be so dirty, it 
wil! only be fit for Rads, and 
Womens' Lib. 
Tliose little carpeted 
platforms might look 
good-but nobody will be able 
to fit on them. The refec is 
crowded enough now-so 
where do we get the room to 
replace that taken up by the 
decorc. Don't get me wrong 
I'm all for beauty and change. 
I think the coffee shop would 
be great, but only if we could 
afford the space. You walk 
into the refec now in the peak 
hours, and it looks and sounds 
like feeding time al the zoo, 
Until the refec has been 
cxtended-I feel the union 
should by-pass such luxuries 
for Ihe bare necessities of life 
l ike-room, cleanliness, 
hygiene and easy movement in 
and out of the refec. 
R.J. 
Kenmore. 
EDITOR 
MR. PAUL TOLLY ' 
HOYTS 
THEATRE 
CONCESSIONS 
In a statement late 
yesterday, Ihe HOYTS 
T H E A T R E G R O U P 
announced the immediate 
implementation of student 
concessions. 
Tlie Queensland Manager 
of Hoyts Tiicatres Limited 
(Mr. J, Scott) said thai as from 
loday all students would be 
admilled to all Hoyts Theatres 
for Sl.OO, lie said lhat this 
concession would apply to all 
sessions Sunday to Friday, 
except Public Holidays. 
.Mr. Scott said that llicrc 
may be an occasional film nol 
open lo sludent concessions 
because of failure of 
negotiations wilh the 
distributor bul these would be 
identified by the symbol 
"N.S." in all advertisements. 
He added that the 
concession would apply during 
the whole year including 
Universily vacations. Mr. Scotl 
said also thai students would 
be required to produce Ihcir 
I.D. card to obiain the 
concession, 
Ttie student concessions 
would be available at the 
following theatres: REGENT, 
PARIS, TOWN, SKY-LINE 
DRIVE-IN, and during film 
presentations at HER 
MAJESTY'S Iheatre. 
rent I 
from 
QDG 
ring 
211-222 all hours service 
"Banquets, banquets . . . thank heavens he's gonel" 
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CAUGHT by the Setnper camera, 
of Corinda. Sue is 20 and it 
year of an Arts degree. 
3UE VESPERMAN 
in her 2nd 
FROM P.1 POLICE CHECK 
He conlinucd: "She 
stripped off completely and 
went to Ihc open window and 
shoulcd vile obscenities to a 
couple parked in a car on the 
street below." 
*'ll was absolutely 
disgusting whal she was doing. 
Finally, however, she calmed 
down and I had a long talk 
with her," he said. 
The Student Union 
Councillor lold semper news 
that the woman told him lhal 
s.]\c liked giving people "thi" 
crecp.s." 
NUDE 
She said lo him: "I iovc 
scaring people. Especially first 
year girls around Duchesne 
College, Even young male 
(•"rcshCTS around the colleges 
get very scared. It's great fun." 
Taringa police are believed 
to be investigating Ihe reports. 
It is believed thai tlicy have the 
name of a female but Ihcy 
would not confirm whether an 
arrest wa.s likely. 
. . UNISEX : 
% | ,y HAIRSHOPPE 
^""^^iSI^ Latest style cuts for girls 
andguyiv. 
Moustache and beard trim 
Colouring and body waves 
Wigs and hairpieces 
Manicures by appointment 
Discount to students and 
slaff 
phone 71 2603 
Cim HOUSE FUMIHGOES 
HERmSE HUSK CARISMA 
union ctmiplex I.QII. 
FRIDAY ' ' " ' 
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VOICE FROM THE GRAVE \25nm Am 
1 [BOOKS 
FOR YOUR STODIES '• 
. ' on 
IVIRY SUBJECT 
'i'r obtainablo from 
A. McLEOD, 
"Stisbano't Bait 
Bookstore," 
-1G7 lUZABETH ST., 
BRISBANE 
FOR RECREATION 
•. INTERESTING 
• AND . -
. EDUCATIONAL 
•are avdtlabje' Bt 
VBriibaiio'* Bwf 
Bookstore," 
A. McLEOD. 
107 ELIZABETH ST.,' 
BRISBANE 
Vol. XVI. — No. 1 Friday, 14th March, 1947 "Rejflslered at G.P.O., Brl.ibane, (or Iranamieslon by post aa o tiewapKl-vr. 
Queensland Team 
THE NOBS 
GKOFF. KENNY, Union President: 
Kiccltjcl last year after considerable 
success us UMtJ Union Sccvotavy. 
Has |)arlicii)ated widely in cxtra-
iic^tdcrt.it aeliviiy since his debut in 
194.^ . -A. .Mcti. V. student, who will 
bring Ills profeisional insight and 
University experience to bear on any 
problems students may wish to have 
explained to ihcm. See him at 
CcoigL- St, most days of the week. 
TED V)ELLIT, Union Secretary: 
A very active official in Union 
mattess, Piesident of the Evening 
and Exlemal Students' Association, 
and of the Arts-Commerce Society. 
Was a Union Vice-President in 1946. 
A Commerce HI. ex-serviceman who 
uill gladly add his ability to assisi to 
that of Geoff. Kenny. 
EAVEN GILLIES, "Semper Editor": 
An Evening Stud.^nt hoping to 
LomlJloW a*'Diploma oi Journalism 
course. Was sub-editor and editor 
last year. Ex-service lype. Has a 
large job on his hands, and is v^'illing 
to lighten it by an entiiusiastic re-
sponse from all students to pleas for 
copy. ' 
BILL LOGUE, Chief of Staff of 
"Semper"! 
He recently gained his B.A. and is 
now doing Honours in Histoiy. Was 
conspicuously successful as business 
manager of tlie 1947 Handbook, 
especially after being called upon to 
do the job at the last possible 
moment. Is also convenor of the 
Commem. Ball Committee for this 
year, so wo expect big things from 
him. II you want a job on "Semper" 
see Bill. 
NIE. HULBERT, Union Secretary-
Treasnren 
Mr. Hulbert is the man who keeps 
us out of tlie bankruptcy court. He 
has been our guide, philosopher and 
friend since 1937, and will soon be 
yours. His office is located in the 
Office Block of the Union Buildings, 
so if you have any problems concern-
ing your extra-academic'activities'see 
himi—-he Imows all the answers. 
JOAN MOLES, Union Typtste: 
Although she has been with ua 
less than a year, Joan already knows 
most of the whys and wherefores of 
Union nrtivities. Her assistance to 
Mr. Hulbert has proved raost in-
valuable. I \ 
Mil. GREEN, ExaminaUons Cltxki 
He,' loo, Is frjendly and helpful and 
ready to aaslt you irrespective of 
whether you ai'e old hands or fresh-
ers. You will need his help when 
dark November days draw near,> so 
get to know hira now. 
JOHCK.JWePHERSON. Cat«laker: • 
Jocfc also has oijly bewi with, iia-
oYoly" a'sliort while,-but you; can al-
reaid^see the results of his laiboiirs 
"In'the-lawtja and fiower bikis a*<MaJ4. 
theV^mmph RpoiVis: Jocic haB''.'^ ff 
cheerful'word for everyone and is al-
ways ^ Wi^ ling to assist you. .'; 
WBi^3fliMJXl[, The Caterer:. 
" . 'Heptecent arrivali^Tjut-'alrea'dy 
^feiowajto tha old^lMWds; .;iie,i 
N.U.A.U.S. COD ference Has 
Poiiticai Flavour 
(By Our Observer, FRANIC GILLIES) 
Prior to leaving for the National Union of Australian Uni-
vorsily Students' Conference held in Plobart last January, the 
Queensland delegation met several times to collect information 
and make themselves au fait with the instructions from this 
Union and decide points of policy on probable matters sub-
mitted by the other constituents. The consequence was Queens-
land, with few exceptions, argueti and voted as a team, either 
aiisenting, dissenting or refraining as tl^ iey thought their actions 
would be compatible with the general view of this Council. 
In ray impressions of the recent 
N.U.A.U.S. Conference I have at-
tempted to reduce bias to a minimum 
and to present events and observa-
tions of the conference in as true a 
Jight as possible. 
Aflcr having -worked wilh tiie 
members of the Queensland delega-
tion during their preparation, which 
was considerable, and of having ex-
donoo of more than one and only 
one form of politics in that centre. 
It was tlie belief of the Queens-
land delegation that politics as such 
played no part in the affairs of 
N.U,A,U..S, Thus, evon though 
Queensland rheirilieriS of the confer-
ence are membecs of different poli-
tical clubs within this University, 
they considered that N.UJi.U.S. was 
OUR OBSERVER MAKES THESE POINTS ON N.U.A.U.S.:— 
The Queensland delegation at the conference ar^cd 
and voted as a team In compatibility witli the general 
view of the tlnion CSouucil. 
A delii^ite section of tbc delegates regarded the 
conference as a ineans of furthering their own political 
. beliefs. 
N.U,A.U.S. has no real basis. Its existence is entirely 
sustained by the gxiodwill of constituents and the per-
sonal activity and initiative of those people comprising 
the executive. 
changed views with at least some 
repre.<;entatives of all the various 
constituent studenl organisations, I 
feel justified in my criticism. 
POLITICS, 
The leader of the Melbourne dele-
gation said that liis political beliefs 
coloured all his decisions, thereby 
leading us to believe him incapable 
of making any politically unbiassed 
decision. Whatever the shade of red 
his politics may be it was equally 
sliared amongst the other members 
of his delegation. Therefore I: say: 
lhat the Melbourne delegatioQ.'Was 
not representative of^as wide a scope 
of tliat University student thou^t 
as it might have been. In fact, it 
is safe to assume.it was represent-
ative of only a fraction of that 
tiiought because there is uraple evi-
primarily concerned v/ith problems 
more acutely associated with stud-
ent academic ond .cocial life. Fur-
thermore, it wa^ claimed that ample 
ijcope for the expr&ssion of political 
beliefs was provided for in more 
adequate places than at flie confer-
ence iable in Hobart. 
There is another important aspect, 
Queensland maintained that its duty 
was to presenl a viewpoint repre-
sehtative of as much of Queeasland 
student thought as possible. Now 
it must be admitted there i? con-
siderable divergence of opinion in 
this Union on inany matters, includ-
ing politics. Therefore Queensland 
felt it was in no position to indulge 
in discussions or activities .which 
may rouse considerable dissentlon 
within this body. . 
• Further impressions on page 3. 
looks after our iimer man, anddofs 
a good job of it, too. He is easily 
approachable, and when required will 
attend to the catering when siich is 
required of tens, dances, etc. 
WALTER, Tfce Janitor: 
YQU'U get to know hlra when you 
cwneto use the Main Hall foir your 
social activities, . Walter is Idodness^ 
itself,, and ;ypu^ Xl find-hini'.in'liis 
CnrSMMJUlS DEMAND. 
, All University Clubs and Societies 
intending to hold functions, in the 
City Hall this year are advised th^t 
there is a, grea| demand for the Use 
ol the Hall, and should book" it as 
soon as possible. If the use p t tiie 
Supper Room ia required this should 
be spedflcaUy mentioned when book 
ing , the:^^4.\ v';-'y- •. -•', - : ,••/':;4;;'-
=»^^:^^t / •^ ''j^'i^ii^'^il^: 
MELBOURNE WINS 
C.R.T,S. DISCUSSION 
QUEENSLAND MOTION LOST. 
In propoehig that the allow-
ance given to CommonwculUt 
Reconstruction Tratnhig Scheme 
trainees be set at a minimum of 
the basic wa«e, Melbourne rele-
gates carried the debate on 
allowances during the recent 
N,U.A.U.S. Conference. 
Tho vote was taken after tivrce 
hours debate, and the Me]bou.rne 
plan adi^icd by 16 to 2. 
Queensland, prior to the confer-
ence, had decided to seek a recon)?. 
mendation to the Federal Govern-
ment that the recent cost of living 
increase in the basic wage be made 
applicable to CJR.T.S. allowances: I t 
placed a motion before the chair to 
that effect. 
The motion was lUi^happlly wordftdv 
I t -d id not rescind Uie desirability 
of an increase to the basic wage as 
a minimum C.R.T.S. allowance, but 
stated it did not believe that to be 
possible, at the present. . 
Queensland was upheld In that 
viewpoint by the r ^ e n t emphatic i:e-
fusal by the Government to grant 
the increases recommended by the 
joint meeting of the executive of 
N.U.A.y.S. and the Universities Com-
mission in Sydney during September, 
1940. 
AKELBOUBNE ATTACKS. 
Melbourne lead the attack on- the 
Queensland proposal, defended by 
Messrs. -Dellit and GiUies. Mel-
bourne had decided to ask for the 
basic wage as a minimum^ and pre-
sented some very fine statistical evi-
dence. However, this evidence had 
been submitted previously to the 
Government by the September Con-
feriiice so its resubmission was ot 
little value. 
There was some argument as to 
whether the acceptance of the annual 
offer of training was contractual or 
not. If 80^  it was argued servicemen 
h|d-jno4grbjjflds for seeking an tn-
cxeasfej^'-the^iates of payment were 
clearly'-'fS^tateiitYihen the contract was 
concluded-,vjAji opinion: was ^ p r e s s -
ed rand afc'cepted: that the serviceman 
enters no contract in signing the an-
nual offer of training, 
TRAINEE'S RESP0NSIBIU3T.: 
A further point of intacest was sup-
plied by Mdbourhe. s'It;«ppears the, 
C JI.TJS, allowances iaw linlred' 'fn 
some manner to the pension scale, 
andnot fo the "C Series" index, -Also 
the Governmait regards the 'pay-
ments - as a Iratnlnff aSowanoe, and 
not necessarily a Uviair aOoitiaitoe, 
Therefore, it .,^ems some rcBponal-
bUity Is incuinbent on the traineje! to 
cover any cost over a j i d a b o w ithe 
allowance. •'' ,\:-• , .• v ;• . . •'•,••.• 
; I t was poinded Gilt this is particu-
larly hawh on the trainee forced to 
liye away from home, '08 he liaBtto' 
•face board -tmd lodgliig cosfJBAWWch' 
• ]?!S. t and, ia , wRie-iClaM^iisi^ 
•sjllo»rtace.:vS^Vvi::'S-72y-^ 
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TTNTVFRSTTY NEWS 
DEMRTMENTS 
VISITORS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND DURING FIRST TERM 1972 | 
Name and home university 
(* denotes visitors 
accompanied by wives) 
•Professor J. M. Beer 
Sheffield University 
Professor D. G. Eadic 
Rcdlands University 
California 
Professor G. A. Feigan 
Stanford University 
California 
Professor L. S, Hamilton 
Cornell University 
New York 
Professor H. C. Ilotlel 
M3.ssachusctts Institute 
of Technology 
*Dr. J. R. Karr 
Smithsonian Tropical 
Research Institute 
Balboa 
Dr, M. J. .Mays 
Cambridge 
Professor M. Moo-Young 
Waterloo Univeisity 
Canada 
Professor W. J. Moore 
Indiana University 
Dr. B. I. P. Persson 
Lund University 
Sweden 
Dr. J. S. Ryland 
Swansea College, U.K. 
Mr. L, C. Skow 
Texas University 
•Assoc. Professor J, R. Sturgul 
Arizona University 
Dr. T. D. WhJtIet 
Dept. of Health and 
Social Security, U.K. 
•Dr. C. F. Wurster 
University of New York 
Department to 
which attached 
and dates of visit 
Chemical Eng. 
April 26-28 
Divinity 
March 6-20 
Zoology 
Early March 
Geography 
January 23 - July 2 
Chemical Enj!. 
Date uncertain 
Zoology 
April 
Chemistry 
Match 13-14 
Chemical Eng. 
Late March 
Biochemistry 
January 15 - April 15 
Entomology 
March 26 for one 
year 
Zoology 
February 
Zoology 
February for 
several months 
Min. and Met. Eng, 
February - August 31 
Science 
March 7 - 1 0 
Zoology 
May 
Visiting appointment 
or purpose of visit 
C'Wcalth Scholarship 
and Fellowship Plan 
Visiting Fellow 
Visiting Australian 
theological schools 
Study leave 
Visiting lectureship 
in Environmental 
Con.sorvation 
Australian-American 
Foundation 
Scholar 
Study leave 
Lecturing to 
Chcmiuil Society 
Study leave 
Visiting Professor 
Research work 
Study leave 
Rotary International 
Fellow 
Australian-American 
Educational 
Foundation Senior 
Scholar 
Visitor 
Study leave 
MUWEUMIT 
STUDEHTSHIP 
The Trinity Hall CoUege, Cambridge, offers annually one 
Research Studentship for men ftom a university overseas, fox 
research in any subject. For 1972 this Studentship will be 
reserved for a graduate from a university in Australia or New 
Zealand. If a candidate of sufficient merit presents himself this 
election will take place in May 1972. 
Normally, a first class 
degree from tlie university of 
origin wil be required, and 
confirmation of elections may 
be contingent upon 
saiisfactory results in final 
degree examinations. 
An eleclcd Studenl will be 
required to come into 
residence in Oclobcr 1972. 
Tlic Studentships are subject 
to reviews of diligence and 
progress and are renewable 
annually up to a maximum of 
three years. 
The value of a Studentship 
wilt be determined after 
considering a successful 
candidate's income from other 
Studentships or similar 
sources. It will be between 
150 and 300 a year, but 
may be increased in special 
circumstances. 
Further information may 
be obtained from the 
Scholarships Section, J.D. 
Story Administration Building 
(Room 410), St. Lucia 
(Extension 738). 
EXPORT-IMPORT 
ENTERPRISE REQUIRES 
CHEMIST 
ENGINEER 
PART-TIME PARTNER 
ro TAKE CHARGE OF THE 
MEDICAL-DENTAL 
LABORATORY 
EQUIPMENT SECTION 
FOR APPOINTMENT RING 
Mr, J, Saar, General Manager, 
3613 89 
Tff£ ADWIUISTRflTioM UlLLftGflstt To PUT 
iNra (ACTION Foui^ or- iov9, CLftirns 
I^WalE:!^ IT MOST 5(^U0lJSLV R£FaS£ 
^y^ FiFTw. FOR m Mid-mmcms^R 
IS NOW 0FFCAinPU5) PiNPaNNDT-
News from Departments 
CHEMISTRY 
The prototype of a 
teaching aid, in which a series 
of slides can be projected 
automaticaUy by inaudible 
signals superimposed on a 
synchronized taped message, 
has been developed by the 
academic and technical staff 
of the Chemistry Deparlmenl, 
Tlie machine, bo.xed to allow 
back projection, has a slatting 
switch as the only control, and 
turns itself off at the end of u 
series. Reactivation of the 
switch starts Ihe next showing, 
Tlie total cost ofthe box is 
about S200 (parts only), Ils 
simplicity of operation 
suggcsis useful application in 
large firsl year classes, 
Several short (ca, 5 
minutes) tapc-sUdc displays 
(ca, 20 slides), dealing with 
aspects of techniques of 
chemical analysis, have been 
prepared by Ihe Chemistry 
Department, with the 
c o o p e r a t i o n of the 
Photography Unit. 
People wishing to examine 
the device should contact Mt. 
W. Odgers at the First Year 
Chemistry Laboratory, Steele 
Building (Extension 525). 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND 
SOCIOLOGY 
Dr. Donald Tugby (Reader, 
Anthropology and Sociology) 
has been invited by UNESCO 
to a Meeting of Experts to 
launch the Project on Malay 
Culture in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, Tliis project is one 
of a series run by UNESCO's 
cultural division to promote 
cross-cultural knowledge and 
understanding. Dr. Tugby will 
be happy to provide a report 
on the project to anyone 
interested. 
LAW 
Professor H. Tarlo, in the 
course of study leave in 1971, 
altendcd the Fourth 
C o m m o n w e a l t h Law 
Conference at New Delhi, 
India. He delivered an address 
on Problems of Legal 
E d u c a t i o n in the 
Commonwealth and was 
co-i;li:iirman at two plenary 
jkscsMoii.s. In consequence of 
proposals made al the 
C o n f e r e n c e , a new 
o r g a n i s a t i o n , T h e 
Commonweal th Legal 
Education Association, was 
established at a series of 
meetings in London in 
December 1971. Tliese 
meetings were held wilh the 
supporl of the Commonwealth 
Secretariat and the 
CommonweaUh Foundation, 
Professor Tarlo was invited to 
attend on behalf of the 
Australasian region and was 
appointed to membership of 
the Executive Committee of 
the Association. 
Professor Tarlo also 
attended the Annual 
Conference of the Society of 
Public Teachers of Law which 
was held at Edinburgh, 
Scotland, and on the 
invitation of the Society 
chaired a session on the 
(1971) Ormrod Report on 
Legal Education in England 
and Wales. 
^ e Universiiy's Darnell Fine 
expanded by the bequest of the 
Clayfield who died in January. 
This was announced 
y e s t e r d a y by the 
Vice-ChanceJlor, fiolessor 
Zelman Cowen, who said the 
new acquistions comprise 
eleven works of art-a 
sculpture by Daphne Mayo 
and ten paintings including 
works of Max Meldrum and 
Lloyd Rces. 
Professor Cowen .said, 
"The John Darnell Collection 
is now the largest Australian 
art survey collection in any 
Auslralian university; and the 
University of Queensland, 
wiihin its limited resources, 
docs all lhat it can to foster its 
continued growth. 
Arts Collection has been 
late M(s. B.L. Buttnei of 
GERMAN 
Dr. Manfred Jurgensen, 
Reader in German, has been 
awarded the Alexander von 
Humbotdi-Fellowship of the 
West German Government, Dr. 
Jurensen will take up a 
research posilion at the 
University of Hannover. He is 
expected to complete his book 
on the poetry of Gunter Grass 
in collaboration with the most 
outiitanding German critic of 
the present, Professor Hans 
Mayer. Dr. Jurgensen will take 
up his fellowship on 1st July 
1972. 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
Dr. Kenneth John Scott 
has been appointed a Professor 
of Biochemistry at the 
University of Queensland 
Professor Scott has been a 
Reader in Botany (Plant 
Biochmistry) af Queensland 
since 1969; and formerly was 
Lecturer and Serior Lecturer 
in Biochemistry at the 
University of Sydney for five 
years. 
In 1971 Professor Scott 
spent nine months at 
Cambridge University where 
he was a Visiting Fellow at 
Clare Hall. 
An Honours graduate, with 
Bachelor's and Master's 
Degrees in Agricultural 
Science from the University of 
Sydney, Professor Scotl was 
admitted to a Doctorate of 
Philosophy from Queen's 
University, Canada, in 1961. 
JAPANESE 
Mainichi Sliimbum, one of 
the leading newspapers 
published in Japan, is 
celebrating its centenary this 
year. As one of the cultural 
events marking Ihis occasion, 
Mainichi Sliimbum has worked 
out a program aimed al 
promoting international 
cultural interchange. This is a 
world-wide essay contest, in 
which students and any 
interested persons arc asked to 
enter their essays on the 
Iheme: "Japan and Japanese." 
Winning contestants will be 
invited to visit Japan for the 
purpose of advancing 
internat ional cultural 
exchange. 
Entries must be received 
with a fully completed entry 
form in Tokyo by April 15, 
1972. 
Further information and 
conditions may be obtained 
by contacting the Japanese 
Department 
EXECUTIVE 
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SURVEY 
The 'R' Certificate film initially took Brisbane by stonn 
when thousands, no doubt mainly our of curiosity flocked to the 
cinema. 
However, the point has now been reached when the mere fact 
a film carries and 'R' fating will not automatically mean that it 
will be a box-office success. 
For the new censorship rating was not meant as a 
classification of the 'best' films; though the most notable movies 
this year will almost certainly be 'R' Certificate, fdms like "A 
Qockwork Orange" and "The Devels" (soon for Brisbane,) 
Neither should one equate 'R' movies wiht 'blue' movies, for 
despite the fact that there are many scenes of frontal nudity in 
these films and the use of four letter words is quite liberal, these 
features are usually integral to the story and development of the 
characters of the fdms. In addition, excessive violence and 
incitement to drug abuse arc also reasons forgiving a movie and 
'R' classification. 
Below, a critical survey, of the 'R' films now showing in 
Brisbane, by SEMPER critics John de Groot and Len Sorbello, 
shown the varying standard of cinema that hide behind the cloak 
of the'R'symbol. 
NAKED AS THE WIND FROM THE SEA 
Directed by Gunnar Hogland 
This film exploits the theme of sexual freedom with an 
undercurrent of women's lib. Sexual adventure on a summer 
holiday cures a stale student musician, 
Lcander (Hans Guslaffson) finds that his incestuous 
attraction for his half-sister Mcjt (Lillemor Ohlsen), interferes 
with his violin studies. 
He temporarily terminates his studies and returns home. 
Here, much lo his delight, he is seduced firstly by the Finnish 
maid, Ihen by three equally voluptuos females (who draw lots to 
see who will have him first), and finally by Mejt. 
Ttius in modern day Sweden, man is portrayed as the hunted 
wilh everyone uncerimoniously shedding their clothes at the 
least provocation. 
Unfortunately, the film fails to generate warmth of life into 
any of its characters and Ihis combined with amateurish camera 
work makes Ihis effort by Gunnar Hogland disappointing. 
PERCY 
Directed by RALPH THOMAS 
"Percv" is also disappointing in that it fails to make the most 
of a potentially hillarious situation. 
The story concerns the first transplant of a human male 
genitial organ and of the search by its recipiant, Edwin Anthony, 
to identify the previous owner of his new equpment -
nicknamed 'Petcy'. 
While there are some extremely funny moments in the film, 
Director Ralph Thomas and his scenarist alio the search for 
Percy's rightful 'home' to develop into an anti-climax. 
Heywel Bennett is appropriately caste as Edwin Anthony and 
it should be interesting to compare his approach to a somewhat 
simitar role as a nude bank robber in "Loot" (scheduled for 
Brisbane later this year). 
McCABE AND MRS. MILLER 
Directed by ROBERT ALTMAN 
Screen play by BRIAN McKAY and ROBERT ALTMAN 
The milieu of this film is extremely well fabricated. 
Presbyterian Church, an early 1900 frontier mining town, 
becomes a very real and convincing place in which a small-time 
gambler come entrepreneur, McCabe, combines his talents with a 
small-town madame, Mrs. Miller. 
Their enterprise is a bathhouse-brothel-gambling 
establishment which is so successfuU that it attracts a take-over 
offer from a large mining company. Against the wishes of his 
partner, McCabe unwisely refuses their offer and finds himself 
confronted by the company's three professional killers. 
McCabe's facade of self confidence rapidly crumbles as he fights 
for his life. 
Robert Altman consoUdates his skill as a director and excels 
on "M.A.S.H," in his use ofthe cinema medium. Tlie hysteria of 
"M.A.S.H," has been replaced by a more naturalistic approach to 
humour and story. 
Altman's handling of the brothel scenes and of McCabe's last 
weezing chuckle in the film illustrate his masterful louch. 
Vilmos Zsigmond. photography is excellent throughout and 
the two slow motion violence scenes ( a popular device these 
days) are particularly powerful. 
Fine performances by Julie Christie as Mrs. Miller and Warren 
Bcatty as McCabe, make this a memorable film and undoubtedly 
the best 'R' Certincalc now showing. 
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DRIVE HE SAID 
Directed by JACK NICHOLSON 
Screenplay by JEREMY LARNER AND JACK NICHOLSON 
It has become fashionable for actors of ability to tiy their 
hand at the more creative though more demanding skill of 
directing-Paul Newman, Clint Eastwood, and now Jack 
Nicholson. 
Nicholson who starred in "Easy Rider" and "Five Easy 
Kcces" has made a creditable effort in this, his first film. 
The film attempts two central themes that blurr annoyingly. 
Hector Bloom (William Tepper), the College basket ball hero, is 
addicted to the sport and imprisoned by its excessive demands. 
His required dedication is unsettled by an affair with his 
professor's wife Olive (Karen Black). 
The secondary theme involves Hector's roommate, Gabriel 
(Micheal Margotta), who becomes a drug addict in an attempt to 
escape the draft and society. 
Nicholson is successful in his atlempt to show the aggressive 
behaviour and unbridled emotions of the basket ball crowd. 
However, he fails badly in his attempt to show that the 
deplorable state of present day American society drives people 
insane. In fact, the incorporation of this second theme results in 
some poor film editing and frequent lapses in the continuity of 
the main theme. 
Nevertheless, the acting which is of a consistently high 
standard and clever use of the camera make this a film well 
worth seeing. 
KLUTE 
Directed by ALAN J, PAKULA 
"KLUTE" is a fine example ofthe thriller movie, though the 
question is not so much whodunnit-but why? 
John Klute (Donald Sutherland) is a small-town private eye 
who goes to New York to find a missing friend. His only clue is 
some obscene letters written to a prostitute, Bree Daniels (Jane 
Fonda), 
However, it is nol long before the audience knows that 
Kiute's friend has been murdered and son after the murderer's 
identity is also revealed. He is a sex maniac whose eventual 
confrontation with Bree is preceded by acts of vandalism and 
terrorism. 
Usually suspense is created by the clement of uncertainty, 
but Director Alan J. Pukula creates an 'uncomfortable' 
atmosphere by skillful use of the techniques and thematic 
elements of contemporary cinema. In particular, carefully 
chosen camera angles, good lighting detail, and the excellent 
selection of background music, all add to the drama. 
Of course, the film has its faults. Bree's over long monologues 
with her psychiatrist (though interesting) are not good cinema; 
and the script reduces John Klute to a mumbling straight-faced 
ghost. 
In fact, when one considers the emphasis given by the script 
to the role of Bree Daniels and Jane Fonda's superbly moving 
portrait of the New York prostitute, Ihe film should really have 
been entitled BREE. 
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Continued 
THE LOVE MACHINE 
Directed by JACK HALEY JNR. 
Screenplay by SAMUEL TAVLOR 
David HcmmiJig's engaging performance as Jerry, a willy 
homosexual, is the only entertaining aspect in this otherwise 
pedestrian film, 
Tlie story concerns Robin Stone (John Phillip Law) and his 
rise, survival, and sex life as an executive of a Television 
Network. 
While Director Jack Haley has won eighty six major awards 
for his work in television, he has not made a successful transtion 
to the film media, 
Haley has generally failed to utilize the techniques of the 
cinema for visual or aciion excitement. As well, the characters 
do not develop beyond cameo depth and even on this level the 
acting is unconvincing. 
The film's 'R' rating is difficult to justify considering its lack 
of explicit sex, excessive violence or four letter word. 
THE BED SITTING ROOM (M) 
Directed by RICHARD LESTER 
(Full review will be 
published next week) 
This brilliant film is a black comedy satirizing the after 
effects ofa world atomic war. From the Director of "How I Won 
The War", the film stars almost every well known British 
comedian • 
including Peter Cook, Dudley Mooore, Marty Feldman, Harry 
Secombe and Spike Milligun. 
Spike Milligan was also responsible for the original scrpt and, 
therefore, this film is a must particularly for fans of the Goons 
and Monty Python. 
SCHONELL 
Airconditionetd THEATR 
lunch-time movies 
nionday and Wednesday 12.15 pm 
tucsday, thursday and friday 1.05 pm 
Many of the shows will also be screened in the late 
afternoon at limes to be advertised in semper floreat 
and union noticeboards. 
LAST 2 DAYS! | BUTCH CASSIDY AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID 
next wee 
SUNDAY 
UNI FILM 
T 0 tl y R ichardson ' s 
CHARGE OF THE 
at "" 
7pm sharp 
$ 1 . 2 0 s t u d e n t s 
GROUP PRESENTS' 
iHE>AKry 
MARCH 2, 1972 
FILMS FOR 
EVERYONE 
Tills terms Lunch-Time movie selection is exceptional and 
there should be at least one film to suit your taste. 
There are four stage-play 
adaptations in "THE ROYAL 
HUNT OF THE SUN"; 
"LITTLE MURDERERS"; 
"THE KILLING OF SISTER 
GEORGE"; and "ANNE OF A 
THOUSAND DAYS". 
Tlie following movies, on 
the other hand, were adapted 
for the screen from novels; 
"BUTCH CASSIDY AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID"; " 
AIRPORT"; "CATCH 22"; 
"MEPHISTO WALTZ"; and 
"PLANET OF THE APES". 
Two orignial screenplay 
films, "ADALEN 31" AND 
"SOLDIER BLUE", complete 
the linc-up. 
The outstanding feature, 
however, is Bo Wciderberg's 
"ADALEN 31". Weidcrbcrg, 
who previously gave us 
"ELVIRA MADIGAN", has 
created a true cinematic 
masleipiccc in his recreation 
of the Adalen riots of 1931. 
"ADALEN 31", in fact, 
contains scenes of such beauty 
that you'll want to sec it again 
and again. 
For the benefit of 
)>art-time students and 
fuli-time students unable to 
attend lunch hour screening, 
many of the above films will 
also be screened in the late 
afternoon. Watch the Notice 
Boards and SEMPER for 
details. 
Tbe 
OCTOPUS 
Jane Fonda is magnificent as Bree in KLUTE, now 
showing at the CINEMA GEORGE 
Tom Laughton ( l e f t ) 
ELDORADO CINEMA, 
a v a i l a b l e S u n d a \ s to 
as BI_LUJACK, 
1 n d~o 0 r o'o pT r n " 
Thursda) s, 
now showi ng at the 
Student c o n c e s s i o n s 
STRIKES AGAIN! 
After 34 years of solitary confinmcnl in Ihc dim dark 
archives of Columbia Film Studio.s, John IJarlman (Schonell 
Tlicatre Manager) has dared to let loose lhat mean and nasty 
character - The Octopus. 
With such lerrifyiiii! titles 
as "Shadows of the Night". 
"High Voltage", oacli episode 
of 'The Spider's Web" is 
guaranteed io provide you 
with diills, ihrills, and loads of 
lauulis. 
Students Intending to go to 
Lunch-Timo movies at the 
Schonell in l-irst Term should 
thus be warned lhal only the 
strong witl be able to 
withstand the licarl-.stopping, 
nerve shattering capers of the 
screen's most notorious villain. 
In what can only be 
described as a 'horrifying' 
move, John Hartman will 
screen episodes of the cinema 
serial "The SpWcr's Web" each 
week in conjunction with the 
L u n c h - T i in e movie 
programme. 
FILM NEWS IN TOWN 
BRISBANE CINEMA GROUP are offering full-time students 
the chance to join tiiis progressive film group for the 
concessional rate of $5.50 p.a. (normal membership fee is $9.00 
p.a.). Membership entitles you to free admission to tiiirtcen 
16mm screenings at Manufacturer's House Auditorium 375 
Wickliam Tee. 
As well as receiving a copy of FADE-IN, the Group's 
monthly bulletin, each member is also admitted to the Group's 
public 35nim screenings al the Crystal at a concessional charge 
of 70 cent.s. 
All .students (over 18) interested in good cinema are urged to 
join Ihe BRISBANE CINEMA GROUP and membership can be 
obtained at the American Bookstore in Elizabeth Street (phone 
28821). 
THE ELDORADO CINEMA at Indooroopilly is about lo be 
renamed "The All Electric Eldorado Motion Picture Palace! 
The reason for the name change is quite simple: the theatre's 
next attraction will be the horror classic KING KONG which has 
remained unscreened in Australia for the past 35 years. 
Tliez TH^TI^E 
by JOHN RIGA.\'0 
a)id A LAN STEI'HENS 
UNIQUE'S first produciion for 1972. "The/", is an adaption of 
Aristophanes' play "Thcsniorphoriasusae" which was written to 
mock the poetry and personality of Aristophanes' 
contemporary, Euripides. 
Althougli this aim will be lost on all but siudents of the 
classics, thu layman aiiilience is conslantly amused and 
entfrlaincd by Ihe hilarious (it somewhat camp) antics of 
Mnesiloghus, the enraged orations of the "liberated" women of 
the court, their seductive dances, and of course, the music, 
composed and played by Peter Kowil/ and .Mark Hilton. 
It must be appreciated (hat this is an experimental play, 
performed with only ihc 'oare essentials of props, a very limited 
budwl.and under difficult conditions. lUnvever despite all this, 
"Thcz" remains a very amusing and enjoyable return for an 
investment of fifty cents. One of the main aims in producing 
"Thez" during Orienlalion Week was to show fresher.s the type 
of work wilh which UNI QUE is concerned, and to resurrect an 
interest in drama which was probably killed by their High School 
i;nglish course. 
I'or the benefit of continuing students, "Thez" is still playing 
in the Tent Theatre until Saturday. 
[PAGE 
CRYSTALTHEATRE, WINDSOR 
5th MARCH, 1972 
A Classic of the Russian cinema. 
Part 1 of Mark Donskoi's famous "Gorki Arilogy" 
THE CHILDHOOD OF MAXIM GORKI 
IG) 9,10 p.m. Russian dialogue-English Subtitles 
PLUS 
Maurice Hatton's revolutionary satire (Colour) 
PRAISE MARX AND PASS THE AMMUNITION 
(A) 7.30 p.m. 
BRISBANE CINEMA GROUP PUBLIC SCREENING 
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THIS WEEK ON STAGE AND SCREEN 
Thursday 2nd. March - Wednesday Sth. March 
FILMS 
CRYSTAL "THE BED SITTING ROOM" xxxx (M) 
Directed by Richard Lester 
Nightly (except Sun.) at 7,30 
FORUM "McCABE and MRS. MILLER" xxxx (R) 
Directed by Robert Altman 
Sessions daily at 10.40,1,45,4.50, 
&7.55 
GEORGE "KLUTE" xx.xx (R) 
Sessions daily at tl,2,S,&8. 
METRO "PLAY MISTY I'OR MK" (to 
be reviewed next week) (R) 
Sessions daily al I l,2,S,&8. 
ODEO.N "BLUE WATER WIllTi; Dl'ATH" (to 
be reviewed next week) (G) 
Screening tiincs were nut 
available when copy closed, 
PARIS "NICHOLAS and ALEXANDRA" xxxx (NRC) 
Mon. to l-ri.at I0,30,2,&7.45 
Sals at 12.30,4,&7,45 
REGENT'PADDINGTON LACE" xxxxx and 
"RED SUN" XX both to be reviewed 
next week) (NRC) 
Sessions daily at 11,2,5,&8 
SHOWCASE CINEMAS 
ELDORADO"BILLY JACK" xxxx (M) 
Directed by T.C.I'rank * 
Now in third month & screens 
Mon-Fri al 11&8; Sal-Sun at 1.30&8 
(Student concessions Sun to Thurs) 
REGAL (Graccville) "NAKED AS THE WIND 
FROM THE SEA" xx (R) 
Directed by Gunnar Hogland 
Nightly at 8; Sats. & Suns at 2 & 8 
BOOMERANG (Annerley) "THE NAKED WORLD OF 
HARRISON MARKS"/NUDE AND VARIATlONSl 
First Release (to be reviewed next 
vveck) (M) 
TOWN "DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER" xxx (M) 
TRIUMPH "DRIVE' HE SAID" xxx (R) 
Directed by Jack Nicholson 
Nightly at 7.30 (including Sunday) 
VILLAGE TWIN 
CINEMA ONE "SUMMER OF FORTY-TWO" xxxx (M) 
Mon. lo Fri. at 5.45 &. 8 
Sats, at 2.30,6 & 8.30 
Sun, at 2.30 & 8.30 
CINEMA TWO "PERCY" xx (R) 
Mon. to Fri. at 1.30,6,48.30 
Sals, at 2.30,6,&8.30 
Sun. at 2.30 & 8.30 
WINTERGARDEN-'ON TIIE BUSES" xx (M) 
Sessions at 10.40,1.40,4.30&7.40 
HER MAJESTYS "THE LOVE MACHINE" xx (R) 
Sessions daily at 11,2,&8 
Sals.at2,5.&8 
NATIONAL FILM THEATRE OF AUSTRALIA 
"Till; VERDICT" Directed by Don Siegal and 
"RUN I'OR COVER" Directed by Nicholas Ray 
Wednesday Sth March al Manufacturer's House, 
Wickham Tee, Members Only-S3.00 p.a. & 
$1,00 per screening. 
En(|uiries. phone 28821, 
BRISBANE CINEMA GROUP PUBLIC SCREENING 
"CHILDHOOD Oi- MAXIM GORKI" Directed by 
Mark Sonskoi and 
"PRAISE MARX AND PASS THE AMMUNITION'1 
Directed by Maurice Hatlon 
Sunday,5th. March for one night only at 
CRYSTAL cinema, commencing 7.30 
LIVE THEATRE 
ARTS THEATRE "ARSENIC AND OLD LACE" 
Wed. to Sat. at 8 p.m. 
SCHONELL 
SCHONELL "ODDODDYSSEY" by Willey Young 
and Ralph Tyrrell, 
Nightly al 8,15 p,m. 
SGIO "LOCK UP YOUR DAUGHTERS'. 
Queensland Theaire Co. 
Commencing Friday I Oth March at 8 p.m. 
T\VELFTH NIGHT "Till-: LABOURS OI' LOVE", 
Auslralian Elizabellian Theatre Trust, 
Tonight, l-'riday and Sal, only at 8.15 p.m. 
UNIQUE THEATRE CO. "Tlll-Z" in the Tent Theatre 
behind the Schonell Theatre. 
Nightly until Sat. at 8 p.m. 
VILLANOVA PLAYERS "TWO DOZEN ROSES" a 
comedy by Aldo dc Dennedetli. 
I'ri. & Sats.. Sl. James Hall, Coorparoo al 8 p.m. 
ODDODYSSEY 
Does gravity affect your appreciation of soft-centered 
caramel fudge? . . . . b there a Super Sewer Sweeper in your 
Utopia? . , . . do you think the solution to pollution can be 
achieved with a mechanno set? 
If so, embark on a spaced-out romp with Nova Tena Astra's 
"Oddoddyssey, now playing at the Schonell Theatre. 
The story revolves around one Colonel Watson, an 
intergalaclic idiot, bannished to Earth by Big Cosmo because of 
his practical joking. He is absorbed into the power conilict 
between Legbeak Leghorn, dictator of Big City, and his 
oppressed workers guided by a self-appointed prophet. Parsley 
Sage. 
The characters that impress tbc mosf are Legbeak Leghorn 
and Honey Hotlips. 
Terry O'Brian (who has previously starred in "Hair" and 
"Legend of King O'Malley") plays the part of the fascist rooster 
and involves himself in his role right down to his last pin feather. 
Kris McQuade more than adequately fills the role of Honey 
Hotlips, exploding onto the stage as the sex bomb of Big City. 
The set is spectacular. Futuristic apartments, cal walks, 
illuminated air-locks, and antiquated space buggies are rolled on 
and off to create visual impact. In particular, the Time Tunnel is 
a credit to the imagination of set makers Gary May, Dale 
Tudman, and Michael Durrack. 
The lighting is excellent and special effects, such as ray guns, 
smog, and robots (all conceived by Phil Hudson of Mother's 
Light Works), give added depth and realism to the production. 
Once again, Ralph Tyrrell displays his ability as a composer. 
Throughout the play the music is instrumental in creating the 
atmosphere and conveying the mood of each scene; for instance, 
the introductory music combined with film effectively creates 
the sensation of travelling through space. 
Brian Coughran's choreography is at its best in the sacrificial 
scene and Ihe Watches of the Night sequence, but some of the 
routines lack polish. 
Willey Young, writer and Director, also incorporates satire in 
his presentation of the play by his use of comic-strip characters, 
anti-hero heroes, and sexual send-ups. 
Young, who is a former student of this University, has now 
matured into a writer of great ability, and "Oddoddyssey" 
certainly surpasses his production ofthe pop opera "Childhead's 
DoU" in the Schonell last year. 
Verdict: "Oddoddyssey" is the most ambitious production 
ever staged in the SchoneU Theatre and is highly recommended 
for a good evening's entertainment. 
17 year old NJLMA BAKER of Sandgate, 
relaxing in the Union Fomm last week, 
Nilma is a 1st Year Arts Student. 
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1 1 AMERICAN PIE Don McLaan (UA) 
2 2 RANGERS WALTZ The Mom 8( Dads (GNP Crescendo) 
3 20 WITHOUT YOU Nilsson (RCA) 
4 5 ONE TIN SOLDIER Coven (WB 8i MGM) 
5 6 SOLEY SOLEY Middle of the Road (RCA) 
6 4 CHERISH David Cassidy (BELL) 
7 3 I'D LIKE TO TEACH THE WORLD TO SING 
New Seekers (Phillips) 
8 8 MY WORLD Bee Gees (Spin) 
9 7 BRAND NEW KEY MBlanlelBuddah) 
10 19 SUPERMAN Allison McCallum (RCAI 
11 10 (IS THIS THE WAY TOI AMARILLO Tony Christie (MCA) 
12 17 WITCH QUEEN OF NEW ORLEANS Redbone (Epic) 
13 13 SUNSH IN E Johnathan Edwards (Atlantic) 
14 26 JOY Apollo 100 (Young Blood) 
15 25 DAY AFTER DAY Badfinger (Apple) 
16 12 ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU Sonny 8i Cher (MCA) 
17 11 MILITARY MADNESS Graham Nash (Atlantic) 
18 15 I KNOW I'M LOSING YOU/MANDOLIN WIND 
Rod Stewart (Mercury) 
19 16 BRANDY Scott English (Interfusion) 
20 33 ANTICIPATION Carly Simon (Elektra) 
21 9 COZ I LOVE YOU Slade (Polydor) 
22 14 LADY LOVE BUG Clodagh Rodgers (RCA) 
23 18 FAMILY AFFAIR Sly and the Family Stone (Epic) 
24 deb SWEET SEASONS Carol King (ASiM) 
25 23 BABY I'M A WANT YOU Bread (Elektra) 
26 21 KARA KARA NevK World (Columbia) 
27 24 DAY BY DAY Colleen Hawitt (Festival) 
28 22 CAPTAIN ZERO The Mixtures (Fable) 
29 28 THEME FROM SHAFT Isaac Hayes (StaxI 
30 29 OLD FASHIONED LOVE SONG Three Dog Night (Probe) 
31 31 DESIDERATA Les Crane (WB) 
32 30 FREEDOM COME FREEDOM GO Fortunes (Capitol) 
33 32 ABSOLUTELY RIGHT The 5 Man Electrical Band (MGMI 
34 deb RAVE ON Gerry 8< the Joy Band (Sparmac) 
35 34 DAISY MAE Hamilton, Joe Frank & Reynolds (Probe) 
-36 27 ERNIE Benny Hill (Columbia) 
37 35 PEACE TRAIN Cat Stevens (Island) 
38 37 IMAGINE John Lennon (Apple) 
39 deb KISS AN ANGEL GOOD MORNING Charlie Pride (RCA) 
40 39 MAGGIE MAY Rod Stewart (Mercury) 
THE POP SCENE 
BECORD CROWD 
AirEND 
OimniNMT 
Several thousand people, mainly students, celebrated the 
finish of Orientation Week at the annual Orientation Union 
Night last Friday night, held in the Union Complex. 
The crowds were still qued 
at the gate at ten o'clock as 
doorman worked non-stop to 
try to meet the demands for 
tickets. 
"Clockwork Strawberry" 
recently from England, headed 
the billing and were supported 
by "Clyde House" from 
M e l b o u r n e , "Spike", 
"Carismn", "Groundwire", 
"The Living Image", "People" 
and "Gas Co". Cost was Sl, 
Tiie three main function 
rooms in the Union Complex, 
the Main Refeciory, the Holt 
Room and the Axon Room, 
were utilised similtancously. 
All rooms plus the courtyard 
and Pla.sa were fenced in to aid 
security. 
Most of Brisbane's groups 
are relying on bigger and 
better Union nights this year 
to boost the structure of the 
local scene. 
Many venues around town 
are either closing down or 
cutting down on payments to 
groups. One particular 
promoter goes even further by 
not paying most of the artists 
in his employ. 
The Union Activities 
Standing Committee 1972 is 
planning regular large Union 
nights throughout Ihc year. 
Next I-'riday night March 
3rd the trend continues with a 
music and dance spectacular 
called "Evolution". This 
follows the highly successful 
"Evolution of Pop" on the 
same night last year. Tlie 
Universily of Queensland 
Medical Society are organising 
the funclion. Bands include 
"Railroad Gin", "Music", 
"The Flamingoes", "Carisma", 
"Clyde House" and 
"Heritage". 
mmmibnM" 
IDERMTHEflOWMOUr 
CQlllCnti FER cHflRirc... 
UiOULDVER Lllf£T£RGJV£ 
TOTHE/TWRfl..? 
BANDS 
The line-up of artists to appear this Saturday night at the 
Good Time Fun Music Show is becoming clear as the Band 
Contest draws to a close. 
The programme for the week is quite spectacular: 
Monday-Big Band/Show Band. 
7.15 p.m. 
From these bands, the best eight will be selected to compete 
in the Grand Final as a part of the programme on the "Good 
Time Fun Music Show" at Festival Hall this Saturday night. 
While the bands arc changing equipment and setUng up, comedy 
revue acts \^ iU be staged to present non-stop entertainment for 
three and a half hours. 
A spectacular light and fog show will add to the total 
excitement atmosphere at Festival Hall on the night. This 
equipment has been specially assembled from interstate and local 
outlets to turn on the most exciting visual demonstration yet 
seen in Festival Hail. 
Good Time Fun and Music on the same great show will make 
this the best night you've had for $1. 
Book seats now from Peter Shearer's on campus, Paling's or 
at the heats. 
Commodores 
Railroad Gin 
Buckshot 
Feminine Touch 
Husk 
Season ofthe Witch 
People 
Tuesday-Ball-Cabaret/ 
Commercial. 7.15 p.m. 
Flamingoes 
Freeways 
Heritage 
Quentyn Rogers 
People 
Oracle 
Myles Long and his Band 
Wednesday-Rock 
Golden Apple 
Gentle Art 
Living Image 
Clyde House 
(^pertillar 
Spectre 
Scorpion 
Midnight 
Wild Bill 
Tib Ragargan 
Spike 
PHD 
Gas Co 
Mammoth 
Thursday - Commercial-
Novelty Rock 7.15 p.m. 
Brian Stewart & 
Hitchcock County 
The Rolling Red Teddies 
Morgan 
Carisma 
Groundwire 
Treadmill Road 
Shepherd, 
T v o businessmen vacationing at Miami Beach were com-
paring notes. One. said, "I'm here on insurance money. 
I collected $S0,006 for fire damage." 
"Mc. too," said the other man. "But I got $100,000 for 
flood damage." 
There was a long thoughtful pause. Then the first man 
asked, "Tell mc, how do you start a flood?" 
POP COLUMN 
by Geoff Mullins 
How many times have you been to a party or dance and 
spent the night listening to some terrible group with a lead singer 
that sounds really bad? Plenty of times -there arc stacks of bad 
groups in Brisbane! It's even more embarrassing if you are the 
poor jeepslcr who hired the bad group on someoncs 
recommendation. 
All this local disorganisation and ignorance in the Brisbane 
entertainment scene should well be over after what has happened 
this week at the university refectory. 
A great deal of recognition goes to the president of the social 
conveners club at the Uni-Duncan Stuarl-for organising the 
Uni band contest. The battle for the most beautiful band. Tiiere 
they were, every niglu of the week, neariy every entertainment 
group in Brisbane, cxa-pt Ihe 41P Dig Band-but 41P the only 
organisation who hires them anyway and Bourke & Wills who 
wcreout of town. 
It's like everything has been scraped up into a heap and 
sorted out and you can see the best this town has to offer 
Saturday night at the I'cstival Hall at the Good Time I-un Music 
Show. 
If ever there was a white ant or borer in the foundations of 
our Festival Hall, I'll bet they're looking for a new home after 
the past few weeks. 
First Crecdcnce lob in town with one hundred thousand 
dollars worth of gear only half of which they used because our 
hall was too small to hold the crowds they usually play to. 
The three of them, John Fogarty, Stu Cook and Doug 
Clifford simply came on stage and played their records and got 
critisism from those who think groups should dance around and 
play like Fred Astair in a new movie. They worked 
wcll-soundcd just like their records-who needs a stage act when 
you're pulling over twenty grand out of every place you play. If 
Creedence Clearwater Revival had anything else to offer, thoy 
might run into tax problems 
Last Tuesday night Led Zeppelin was completely booked 
out-great show for the heavies-sorry to those who were turned 
away. 
A couple of weeks ago Cat Stevens drummer said in London 
that Cat had not been approached to tour Australia, Then on the 
other hand reliable sources say Cat will be here in April, If he is 
coming we should hear about it very son. 
If you like family shows the Picnic at the Plantation will be 
righl on with fun for everyone Sunday. The pop show will fall in 
the quiet of the afternoon. 
Till next week. 
FOR ADVERTISING IN THE NEW 
SEMPER FLOREAT -
CONTACT SEMPER FLOREAT ON 711 611. 
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CARDPIAYING 
BAN MOVE 
A motion to restrict card-playing on Union premises to 
defined areas has been placed before Union Council. 
The motion was a 
recommendation to Council 
from the Union House 
Committee. The Union House 
Committee has representatives 
from Ihe Administration as 
well as the Union, It's purpose 
is to control the use' of the 
Union Complex, including Ihc 
Schonell Theatre. 
Tlic motion presented lo 
Council read: 
"Tliat there be a new House 
By-law to read - NO PERSON 
SHALL PLAY CARDS IN 
AN AREA IN WHICH THIS 
ACTIVITY IS PRO-
HIBITED." 
The Honorary Secretary 
(Simon McMillan) told 
Council if this new by-law 
were implemented it would 
give House Committee the 
power to dcFine where cards 
may or may not be played. 
He said: "At the moment 
they acn be played only in the 
cellar". 
Mr. McMillan added that 
there was already a House 
by-law prohibiting gambling 
on Union premises. 
The President (Paul 
Abernethy) told Council that 
lie could see no reason why 
students should be robbed of 
the oppordinity of pbying 
when and where they liked. 
DRUG SQUAD 
INVESTIGATES 
GOLDTDPS 
Dnig Squad detectives are investigating reports that 
University students are harvesting huge quantities of 
hallucinogenic mushrooms from the Indooroopilly Golf Course. 
A SEMPER Newsman fust to be harvesting mushrooms 
learned of this shock report at 
a recent cocktail party at a 
George Street motel, to launch 
Germaine Greer's Book "The 
Female Eunuch", A former 
employee of the University 
told of night expeditions by 
dozens of students onto the 
golf course. 
Drug Squad detectives arc 
believed to be taking the 
reports seriously and have 
launched urgent inquiries. 
The students are believed 
containing the dangerous drug 
known as Psilocybin. 
Police believe that a house 
in Jephson Street at Toowong 
occupied by radical students 
may be the centre of activity 
for planning the night raids 
onto the golf links. 
A spokesman for the 
Indooroopilly Golf Club told 
SEMPER NEWS that he had 
had no reports about the 
hallucinogenic mushrooms 
being taken from the course. 
FRSBEER 
FOR COUNCILLORS 
The Honorary Treasurer (David Boughen) has announced that 
he intends to re-in$tate one of the recommendations of a 
committee set up to stzeamline Union Council proceedings. 
Mr. Bou^en told SEMPER NEWS: "A small amount of beer 
will be supplied to Councillors after each meeting of Council 
which flnishes before 1.00 a.m." 
He said that the cost saved 
in finishing the meeting at a 
reasonable hour would more 
than cover the cost of the 
beer. 
The Honorary Treasurer 
said that he does not expect 
the trouble of a few years ago 
when the scheme of providing 
free beer to Councillors was 
implemented. 
Mr. Boughen said: 
"Whatever time Council 
finished they used to always 
move a motion implementing 
daylight saving on Union 
premises and also moving that 
all Union clocks be altered to 
read 12.59 a.m. 1 don't know 
why, but invariably the 
motion was lost." 
"T don't think the wowsers 
will have the numbers on this 
Council," David added 
hopefully. 
••:":<•:< oc-rlo": 111 
w » » • » « - • 
AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITY WIZARD 
IAN CHANNELL 
FROM SYDNEY WITH HIS WIFE DOBIS 
AT THE UNI. 
ROTAL 
AUSTRALIAN 
AIR FORGE 
Applications are invited 
for the 1.972 intake of 
Cadet Officers for tlie 
Queensland University 
Squadron. 
The function of the 
Squadron is to foster an 
interest in the Aii Foicfe, and 
to provide training whicli, in 
accordance with academic 
qualifications, will fit 
members for service on the 
RAAF Reserve and in the 
event of national emergency as 
a commissioned olTicer. 
the training commitment 
with the squadron is fot two 
years, and successful 
completion is an alternative to 
National Service. The 
programme of activities is 
designed to interfere as Uttle 
as pos^ble with univernty 
studies. 
Candidates should be:-
a. British subjects at least 17 
years of age; 
b. MedicaUy fit for service; 
c. Normally ui the second 
year of faculty with at 
least two years for 
completion. 
Application forms and 
information may be obtained 
from 
Queensland University Squadron 
46 Thorn Street, 
Kangaroo Point. Q. 
Telephone 916411 Ext 280 
Clos ing date for-
applications is 3lst March, 
1972. 
QUEEN ON CAMPUS 
The University of QuecnsUnd Union's most loyal monarchist 
Ken Berry ((the General Vice-President and also the President of 
the Britidi Commonwealth Club at the Univcraty of 
Queensland) has re-instated the Queen to her former position. 
In April last year a motion 
moved by former General 
Vice-President Bruce Dickson 
that prohibited the exhibition 
of any photo of the Queen on 
the Union Complex, was 
carried by Union Council. 
The motion also directed 
the Union Manager (Mr. 
Murray Armstrong) to remove 
the picture of the Queen at 
that time in the Formal 
Room. 
In a long wait until the 
new Council took office on 
December 1st, Ken Beny 
finally convinced the incoming 
student representatives that 
the Queen deserved a place of 
honor in the Union and that 
she should not be banished 
forever from the campus by 
radical decree. 
CouncU agreed that the 
p r o h i b i t i o n m o t i o n 
constituted a form of 
censorship and that anyone 
should be free to hang a 
picture of the Queen, 
Chairman Mao or whomsoever 
they please aiound the Union. SATURDAY. MARCH 4TH. - FESTIVAL HALL 
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University Athlete, Ross Wilson has just completed a 
comprehensive tour of New Zealand as part of a five man 
Australian contuigcnt under the watchful eye of manager Enc 
Goodwin, also a Queenslander. The tour included meetings at 
Hamilton, Napier and Auckland. 
In his first run in 
Kiwi-land, running on a 
Motoring 
by Barry White ^ ^ ^ ^ 
The General's new Torana scries-to go on sale on February 
25-has a similar appearance to the current range but it features 
new en^nes, improved suspension and better seating. 
Prices are expected to 
increase, but Torana is certain 
to remain highly competitive. 
I recall the national motoring 
press conference in November, 
1969, when the current LC 
series Torana was introduced. 
A group of us had examined 
the car and were availing 
ourselves of GMIl hospitality 
when one of The General's 
brass asked us what we 
thought of it. 
Having demolished the 
luncheon smorgasbord and 
made inroads into the liquor 
supply, we felt the moment 
for honesty had come . . . 
"Too smaU," I said, "You'll 
never sell it," Heads nodded in 
sad agreement. 
Happily for GMH it was 
not one of our wisest 
pronouncements and Torana 
very quickly established itself 
as sales leader in the light car 
class for 1970 and 1971. In 
1970 Torana accounted for 
7.3 percent of the total 
passenger car market with 
29,933 registrations and in 
1971 it retained its leadership 
with 7.6 percent and 31,484 
registrations. This was in the 
face of increasing competition 
in the light car sector of the 
market. 
This new U Torana series 
is a "facelift" model with 
m a n y w o r t h w h i l e 
improvements. A completely 
new Torana probably wil! be 
introduced next year, after the 
current style has had at least a 
three-year run. 
Cabin space remains the 
same, but controls have been 
relocated so that everything is 
within reach while wearing a 
seat belt. This is one of the 
advantages of locally-produced 
motor cars. The foreign motor 
car will not necessarily cater 
for the restricted movements 
of drivers compelled to wear 
scat belts. 
The new seats are larger 
and they contribute much to 
the improved comfort of the 
car. Externally, the new LJ 
Torana scries has new radiator 
grilles, headlamp bezels, rear 
lamps, mouldings, badges and 
new colours. 
Mechanically, the changes 
are revised spring and shock 
absorber rates whicli give an 
improved ride, particularly on 
the sporty versions, the GTR 
and the XU-1. These models 
.^ suffered with a choppy ride 
"over lumpy bitumen, but this 
has been tidied up 
considerably in the new 
models, judging by a quick 
impression run I had. 
The major mechanical 
change is in a revised engine 
range. Torana buyers now 
have a choice of seven engines, 
including the 190 bhp unit 
available only in the XU-l. 
Engines arc-
.1200: Four cylinder, 1159 cc, 
56.2 bhp, 66.5 Ib-ft torque. 
.1300; Four cylinder, 1256 cc, 
62.5 bhp, 71 Ib-ft torque. 
O 
N 
BIG WIN 
IN 
volcanic ash track at Mount 
Smart stadium, Ross 
experienced a brilliant return 
to form by taking out both 
the 400 metre and 200 metre 
sprints. After a blistering start, 
Wilson forged past all the 
other competitors and by the 
time he had reached the end 
of the back straighi, had 
established a commanding 
lead. However, coming inlo 
the home straight, Wilson 
eased down and passsed the 
finish post in a genrly stride. 
His time - A fast 47 seconds. 
NEW ZEALAND 
,1600: Four cylinder, single 
overhead camshaft design, 
1600 cc, 80 bhp, 96 Ib-fl 
torque. 
.2250: Six cylinder, 2262 cc, 
95 bhp, 120 Ib-ft torque. 
.2850: Six cylinder, 2834 cc, 
118 bhp, 168 Ib-ft torque. 
,3300: Six cylinder, 3310 cc, 
135 bhp, 194 Ib-fl torque, 
GTR only. 
.XU-1: Six cylinder, 3310 cc, 
190 bhp, 200 Ib-ft torque, 
XU-1 only. 
Tlic four-cylinder models 
are offered with four-speed 
manual or three-speed 
automatic transmissions. The 
six cylinder models have three 
or four-speed manual 
transmissions, three-speed 
automatic transmission, but 
manual transmission only on 
the XU-1. 
New safety items include 
energy absorbing sun visors, 
brake failure, warning lamp, 
adjustable front seat head 
restraints, wrap-around tail 
l amps , easy - to -reach 
dashboard controls. Tlie new 
Torana meets the January 1, 
1972, Australian Design Rule 
on emission control. 
DRIVING THE NEW TORANA 
Two of the most 
interesting cars in the LJ range 
are the sporting models, GTR 
and XU-1. 
These models are no 
strangers lo the enthusiast. In 
the hands of the Holden 
Dealer Team and other top 
drivers, the XU-1 has 
established a formidable 
reputation in circuit racing 
and rallying. Prices were nol 
released at the conference, but 
even if the XU-1 went from 
$3200 to $3600, it still would 
be the quickest and 
best-handling set of wheels on 
the market for the price, 
XU-1 opposition includes 
the $3975 Charger RT, 
$5000-plus Falcon GT HO and 
S4590 Falcon GT. 
The GTR, which has a 
similar engine, but in a lower 
state of tune, is smooth 
throughout the speed range. It 
doesn't go as hard as the XU-1 
but it is a more practical road 
car. 
Both the GTR and the 
XU-1 are easy to drive in spile 
of theh high performance 
nature. Controls are light, the 
driving position is good and 
they have a nicely balanced 
feel about them. Current XU-1 
and GTR drivers will notice 
improvements in the new 
models in the important areas 
of power, handling and 
braking. They will notice extra 
headroom, afforded by the 
new seal design, and Ihcy will 
appreciate the improved ride 
which is jusl as firmly 
controlled, but mote flexible. 
TORANA GTR 
PRICES two-door S2260; 1300 
The Torana GTR-XU-1 four-door $2385; 2250 
increased by $190 to $3455, two-door S $2515; four-door 
Other Torana prices are 1200 S $2665; four-door SL $2810; 
two-door $2050; 1300 3300 two-door GTR $3165, 
In the 200 metre sprint 
Ross again proved too fast and 
too strong for the rest of the 
field, and his time of 21.4 
.seconds was not only good 
enough to win the race, but 
also food enough to qualify 
him for the Australian titles in 
Perth next month. Rumour 
has it that if Olympic silver 
medallist Peler Norman has a 
bad day, Ross could very well 
pip him on the post. 
Although New Zealand is 
noted for its particularly weak 
sprint events, congratulations 
must still go to Ross for some 
very fine running. However, 
injury did rob Ross of further 
victories on the tour. 
Tlie other Queenslander lo 
make the tour was veteran 
sprinter and still national 
champion at the age of 32, 
Eric Bigby. He too recorded 
many fine performances such 
as 10.4 seconds for the 100 
metre on one instance, and 9.5 
sees, for the 100 yards on 
anothei. Unlike last years 
tour, Eric did not bring 
crowds 111 their feel wiht any 
flying 10,2 sec 100 metre 
run.s. 
Whilst slill on the 
iniemational scene, at New 
Yorks Madison Square 
Gardens recently, fans were 
treated to on of the raost 
exciting and controversial 
races ever .seen in lhal 
country. 
Tlie meeting was the 
Mcllur.se International, the 
fust indoor meeting of the 
U.S, season. Tlte race was over 
1000 yards and featured Ihc 
Australian Olympic ROO metre 
gold medallist Ralph Doubell 
as well as Americans Juris 
Lu7,ins and Tom Von Rudcn, 
both of whom have 
represented the U.S. in 
Olympic competition. Tlic 
incideni occured when, after 
running some 940 yards, 
Doubell, Luiins and Von 
Ruden all running in each 
others shadow, entered the 
straight with Doubell coming 
around the other competitors. 
Von Ruden veered sideways 
knocking Doubell off balance 
and nearly off the track. A 
protest by a very irate Doubell 
fculled in the disqualification 
of Von Ruden, with final 
placings going to Juris Luzins 
first and Doubell second. The 
time was 2.07.2 minutes 
which is well outside the 
world record of 2.05.5 
minuies held by Ralph 
Doubell. But Doubell, like 
Wilson, has since incurred a 
major set back when he was 
injured the same week al a 
meeting in Canada. U is now 
feared lhat even with an 
operation Doubell might not 
only miss the Victorian and 
Australian titles in March, bul 
also the .selection to Ihc 
Munich Olympics. 
At the same meeting Lee 
Evans (U.S.A.) Olympic gold 
medallist beat Marlin 
McGrady who is recognised as 
Ihe world's fastest 600 metre 
runner, when he ran a mccl 
record wilh a time of 1.09.9 
minutes. 
Finally, in the sprints 
Jungary has a bright prospect 
in Endre Leopold who chalked 
up 100 metre clockings of 
10.4 sees., and 10.3 just 
before turning 16. He thus 
shattered all records for his 
age (10.7 by two Germans) 
and even for age 16 (10.4 by 
Cuban runner Hermes 
Ramirez). He comes from 
Soutliern Hungary and was 
discovered last year when he 
improved from 11.7 to I I.I in 
a short lime. He i s5 ' l l" t:ill. 
This could be Hungary's first 
Olympic IOO metre MedallisI, 
so watch for him al the 1976 
Olympics. 
Mike Driscoll 
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Make friends withthe big 
bottle. Just the right size 
to take home. Screw top 
<eeps the bubbles fresh J:o 
the last drop. You pay less 
for Royal Crown-the 
cola that's big enough,. 
It fits in-everywhere. 
ROYAL CROWN C P U 
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